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Global Business & Development
Management Consulting Services
with World-Class Results

Comprehensive Consulting
… with a Unique Perspective

We deliver a comprehensive range of
management
consulting,
strategic
advisory, project management and
business development services to our
clients and their projects from our
offices in UAE’s globally-renowned
Dubai International Financial Centre.
Our specialisation is in strategic,
development, marketing and project
management consultancy within the
real-estate and high-technology sectors
as well as a wide spectrum of other
sectors and industries.
We provide our value-driven expertise
as both advisors and principals to
projects and businesses in the EME&A
region and elsewhere globally.

ABOUT
NEWFIELDS
CORPORATE CREDENTIALS 2021

Our Mission
“To become a leading, inclusive and diverse, professionally distinct
company with global perspective and outreach, which successfully
advises clients on a wide range of matters, whilst procuring,
developing and managing a compelling portfolio of projects and
portfolio companies across the Middle East, Africa and beyond”

Our Values
Our consulting capabilities are uniquely aligned with our clients'
intrinsic values because we are fellow principals owning projects and
investments ourselves.
Not only do we strive to give clients the best, most professional and
comprehensive consulting advice possible, we also pride ourselves on
the integrity and breadth of the services our company and our people
provide.
Our corporate values centre on a collective responsibility to drive
unparalleled results for our clients while providing a diverse and
inclusive working environment.
We bring together a broad spectrum of talents, skills and experience
to provide comprehensive consulting, development supervision and
management to our clients' businesses and projects.
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Unparalleled Regional Expertise
As Industry Principals

We understand the critical importance of making the
right, informed decisions every time, and in embracing
consistent, effective, world-class business practice.

Having held leading roles with financial institutions and companies from the industry sectors to
which we serve, our distinct alignment with project owners and investors makes Newfields unique.
Based on our unparalleled understanding of the complexities and importance of diligent
structuring, planning and implementation of world-class projects correctly, and making sure the
right, informed decisions are taken, we can truly optimise value in projects and businesses.
Newfields also has its own proprietary holdings management division, meaning group holding
companies we manage can engage select proprietary opportunities for the group.
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Partners & Associates

Stefan Hickmott

Chief Executive Officer
Stefan governs the overall strategic vision and executive operations of
Newfields, both in the DIFC and across the entire group globally.
A British national living and working in Dubai since 2001, Stefan has
unparalleled expertise in consulting, project development and asset
management, having developed multiple successful enterprises
harnessing his core private equity and investment advisory skills to drive
value for firms regionally and globally. With over 25-years’ expertise in
management consultancy and investment management, with a specialist
competency in the hospitality, real estate, leisure and tourism and related
industry asset classes, Stefan brings expertise from a significant repertoire
of more than 1,000 investment advisory and portfolio projects he has
been directly involved with since 1995.

Jeffrey Farrow

Executive Chairman
Jeffrey has more than four decades of expertise in business development,
investment, technology and engineering, garnered predominantly from
long-term engagements in the Middle East, Asia and Europe. A British
national, Jeffrey is a dedicated leader having significant relationships
within a diverse range of investment and business sectors. A seasoned
business development and strategic management professional, Jeffrey
provides the strategic governance and direction required to ensure
Newfields maximizes its opportunities and outreach and optimises its
levels of success.
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Partners & Associates

Aniecer Wilkinson
Senior Associate

Aniecer is a Senior Associate (MBA strategy & leadership) for Newfields
Consulting based in our head office in DIFC, Dubai. A British and Arab
national, now living and consulting in the UAE. Aniecer has over 20
years’ experience in supporting FTSE 100 clients and SME’s across
Europe and the Middle East. A multi-sector consultant covering all fields
of corporate advisory disciplines, with a particular specialisation in
technology and digital transformation. Aniecer has led world-class
business and technology enabled transformation programs across
industries, enabling organisations to drive change, innovation, and
growth in the digital age.

Dereck Hoogenkamp
Senior Associate

Dereck is a seasoned real estate development and sales & marketing,
project management and asset management professional with a career
spanning 20-years working for major groups, including Bloom Holdings,
luxury real estate developer Al Barari and Kingdom Hotel Investments.
Dereck has considerable experience in development advisory and
consulting for major real estate projects, including luxury and midscale
projects internationally in Europe, the UAE, wider MENA region and
elsewhere globally. Dereck has played a pivotal and successful role in
developing strategies and campaigns for real estate projects which have
resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars of sales and provided essential
funding engines and exit means for development schemes.
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Our Services
Management Consulting &
Corporate Advisory

Newfields provides a fully comprehensive range of management
consultancy services pertaining to corporate strategy, planning,
execution, and project development, from our office in the DIFC. As a
direct principal in companies and projects ourselves as a group, we
have the distinct advantage of being fully aligned with investors and
business owners.
Our ability to advise third parties on the viability, optimization, growth,
and management of their enterprise or projects is uniquely compelling.
We understand the nature of the clients' needs and requirements in a
far more granular manner. We deliver meaningful consulting services
that exceed boilerplate practices of even the largest consulting houses
globally.
Newfields has particular specialisation in:
Real estate
Hospitality
Technology – R&D, IT, med-tech, future and space
MENA-focused multi-sector corporate advisory
Business development
Market and financial feasibility analysis
Corporate and business planning
Business turnaround and restructuring
Enterprise expansion and growth capital planning
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Our Services
Senior Management
& Project Advisory

We develop the same ethos and elements of success that we have in our own companies in the
advisory services we deliver, to drive value and optimize clients' returns.
Disciplined planning, strategic analysis, professional management, and timely delivery are our
cornerstone values, which we emanate in all the assignments we undertake.
Newfields provides specialist services around the following disciplines:

Complete project execution support

Post-pandemic business turnaround

- Conception, planning, setup, development
and implementation

Restructuring and de-risking

Business scenario planning and risk
management

Private equity and asset management
- Product Strategy & Launch

Financial and cash-flow management

Management consultancy

Corporate strategy advisory

-

Business & Technology Transformation

Operational improvement and reviews

-

Digital Strategy

Project market assessments and investment
readiment

-

Digital Operating Model Solutions

-

Security (IT, Cyber-Security Consultancy)

Transaction and M&A advisory

-

Data Compliance (GDPR)

-

Technology Strategies

-

Data Solutions
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Proprietary
Management
Portfolio Companies

As a principal, Newfields is able to develop companies quickly and efficiently
to ensure they meet their goals and investment expectations. A leader in
disciplined, world-class management, Newfields is principally engaged as a
managing office for companies and initiatives owned by the partners and
shareholders of Newfields. Our portfolio includes:

HFA Group Limited
www.hfagroupltd.com

Our principal portfolio company is HFA Group Limited and
its division HFA Developments - a large-scale real estate
development company targeting affordable housing and
community development and construction, predominantly
in Africa but also targeting Asia and elsewhere globally.
HFA is an ambitious, ground-breaking real estate
development company initiative focusing on large-scale
community project developments that can be aligned with
the sustainability needs of nations and the planet overall.

Homes For Africa
www.homesforafrica.org

Homes For Africa is a not-for-profit foundation created
to promote safe, sanitary, and sustainable living in
poverty-stricken regions and other areas of developing
nations across the African continent.
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As a group, Newfields has interests in deploying further partner-held capital into
opportunities within the growth-capital and strategic-capital space which offer
compelling risk-adjusted returns potential.
The group has an affinity towards:

High technology online
and cloud-based solutions

Professional and business
services

Hospitality

Logistics

Food & Beverage

Light manufacturing

Travel & Tourism

Business and consumer products

Land development

Future foods & food supplies

Health, medical and biotech

Space sector

Infrastructure
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Affiliated Companies
Newfields manages or has a direct affiliation with the
following firms, each of which are a strategic element
of its partners’ overall holdings:

HFA operating under its division - HFA
Developments - is a recently-established real
estate development company targeting largescale affordable housing projects in Africa and
elsewhere globally. Newfields provides full-time
management advisory and project development
services to HFA Group, based in the Cayman
Islands and Mauritius with a management office
in DIFC in Dubai in the UAE.

Avex Technology Ltd is a technology research
and development company registered and based
in the DIFC Innovation Hub and owned by the
majority partners of Newfields. The firm was set
up in 2020 as a propagation house to nurture
and evolve compelling early-stage technology
ideas, concepts and business propositions, prior
to their full evolution as a prospective future
group company of Newfields.

Cintiria Pte Ltd is a Singapore-based corporate
advisory firm specialising in technology and
project management services. Newfields has
joined forces with Cintiria and co-operates on
projects and advisory assignments on a case-bycase basis.

Evarei Management LLC is a management
advisory, project management, real estate
transaction facilitation and asset supervisory firm
based in Sharjah, UAE. Newfields liaises with
Evarei to advise and manage the HFA Group,
drawing upon Evarei’s private equity and project
development expertise.
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More Details at
www.newfieldsgroup.com
+971 4 343 4001
enquiries@newfieldsgroup.com
503B North Tower, Emirates Financial Towers
Dubai International Financial Centre, UAE

